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T

he idea of green living serves as one
of the most popular conversations today, from biking to work to using less
toilet paper. But, a few Coloradoans prove that it
doesn’t have to stop there.
Draped, open seating and eclectic décor
make Mike Rock and Trish Layton’s Belmar
home feel more bazaar than backyard. Composed of a stream-lined combination of concrete
tiles, carefully selected vegetation and subtle
sculpture and outdoor art, the Zen-like yard is a
model of xeriscaping (a landscaping practice that
includes yard and garden design that is incredibly
water- and energy-efficient), incorporates stone,
dirt, and, often, native plants to create a droughttolerant, sparse and elegant garden area. Xeriscaping is practical too, requiring far less maintenance
than more conventional gardens, while offering
the same amenities—don’t think the minimalist
environment means no pets, either. Between a
fenced area of the yard and the large green space
behind their house (serving their entire, mostly
green-built neighborhood), Trish and Mike’s
two big dogs have more than enough room.
Why go to the trouble? Xeriscaping is only
one small element of Mike and Trish’s green
home, just one way that the two are working to
reduce their carbon footprints. The couple has
long been carbon-conscious. Inspired by regions
that have already absorbed environmentallyfriendly habits into everyday life, Trish and Mike
went for sophisticated, urban living at almost half
the environmental cost. They recycle. They own
two Vespas for zippy, lower-emission travel—
and a fraction of gasoline cost—when distance
and weather permit. Trish recently began working from home, eliminating one more road traveler during each rush hour and saving herself
time and money.
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From their Belmar location, almost everything they need is within walking distance. Trish
walks to yoga, to the gym. They are only minutes
from movies, restaurants and bars, the grocery
store, even a huge farmer’s market (open on Sundays during the summer). Mike and Trish make
it a point to buy organic and local, a major step in
the broader effort to reduce their own environmental impact. Their chic suburban neighborhood makes awareness and action as convenient
as it is important; the Belmar area seems modeled after more mixed-use urban areas, built
vertically and made very pedestrian-friendly, creating a place where residents can live, work and
play all in the radius of a few blocks.
Mike and Trish are just regular people—
not environmental crusaders. Sometimes they
have to drive; there are places they need to fly.
However, they like to think that their home, the
pinnacle of their green-tinted lives, offsets some
of these unavoidable environmental costs. Their
house, built by Harvard Communities, is approximately 40 percent more energy efficient
than the average Colorado home, earning a
5-Star Plus energy rating from ENERGY STAR.
Built with recycled—and locally produced,
when possible—materials, using less toxic, low
Volatile Organic Compounds paints and finishes
and furnished with a HEPA air cleaning system
and stainless steel ENERGY STAR appliances,
Trish and Mike’s super-tight home could use up
to twenty thousand fewer pounds of energy than
other houses. And you wouldn’t know it to look at it.
Modern and stylish, the house and the
neighborhood make the choice to live a little
greener a simple one. “Most people do the right
thing if they know what it is, and it’s easy,” Mike
says, and he and Trish are doing their part, one
foot in front of the other.
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